
 

 

Eurasian Harm Reduction Association is looking for Wordpress developers to work with two 
existing Wordpress websites. This includes introducing new functionality as well as existing 
functionality modification. Both websites are running on Wordpress and shall be finished by 15th of 
March, 2018. The content of the websites shall be intact and work not interrupted. 
 
Evaluation will be based on: 
1. Experience in developing similar websites 
2. Ability to finish both websites by set term 
3. Price for both websites, including technical assistance  
 
Providing examples of similar work will be an advantage.  
 
Please send your application to Irena Zubkova at irena@harmreductioneurasia.org by 20th of 
February, 2018. Application form is attached. 
 
====================================== 
 
Website #1, “Harm Reduction Eurasia” 
http://harmreductioneurasia.org/ 
 
General summary 
The website is already developed, however some functionality doesn’t work like expected or not 
flexible enough. Functionality changes needed. 
 
1. Create child theme 

Currently custom modifications are made for the theme created by 3rd-party, which makes 
theme upgrades impossible. The first task will be to separate 3rd-pary theme from custom 
changes made, create a child theme and store custom changes there. 

2. Front page slider 
Implement solution: while creating a new post (both blog and news, other post types) there 
should be possibility to promote the post to front page slider. Promoting includes collecting of a 
few post fields (picture, title and extortion) and showing them as slide within front page slider. 
The slide should be clickable, clicking on it should lead to the post. Slider should support 
localizing. Whatever method is used to translate posts, depending on user session language 
correct translation should be rendered by slider. 

3. Sidebar 
Create sidebar with posts entries. By default, there should be 5 recent (last created) entries 
shown. For category pages there should be shown only those entries that belong to the 
category. One post can be related to one or a few categories. 

4. Calendar 
Provide estimation for two options of calendar functionality: 
1) Timeline like looking calendar  
2) Standard month small calendar  
Client will choose one of the options. Both calendars should show events schedule. There 
should be possibility to go to some event’s page from a calendar.  

5. Members functionality 
http://harmreductioneurasia.org/members/ is currently a text page. New content type member 
should be created with taxonomy options “Organizational/Individual/Supporters”. Only one 
taxonomy option can be used with one member. The page “Members”, to which link is provided 
above, should be revised from a text page to memeber’s posts listing, but to look the same as it 
looks now. Members order be manageable in CMS backend. 

6. Interactive map 
Currently implemented map is too simple and not obvious for our clients. You will need to 
implement a map with a few countries centered and highlighted. Some information is shown 
next to the map when visitors hover some of highlighted countries. If one of these countries is 
clicked, visitors should be lead to another page. The page is country’s interior page and 
contains information related to this country only. Interior page will contain text (WYSIWYG) 
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information and a block with information about how many organizations and individual 
members of EHRA are located in this country. This block should be linked to members 
functionality (described in item 5) and display actual and automatically calculated information. 

7. Install and configure questionnaire module 
It is needed to create a few pages using questionnaire functionality to replace Google Forms 
currently used with new and more flexible pages in our website. CMS module and its sample 
questionnaires should be proposed by service provider and confirmed by client. 

8. Backups 
Configure website automatic daily backups. Provide editors opportunity to make backup 
snapshots and restore them manually. Automatic and manual backups can be one or a few 
separate modules. 

 
 
====================================== 
 
Website #2, “EECA Platform” 
http://eecaplatform.org/ 
 
General summary 
The website is already developed, however some functionality doesn’t work like expected or not 
flexible enough. Functionality changes needed. 
 
1. Fix non-translatable strings sitewide 

There are some strings that are not translated or not translatable into website supported 
languages for some reason. This should be fixed. 

2. Front page slider 
Implement solution: while creating a new post (both blog and news, other post types) there 
should be possibility to promote the post to front page slider. Promoting includes collecting of a 
few post fields (picture, title and extortion) and showing them as slide within front page slider. 
The slide should be clickable, clicking on it should lead to the post. Slider should support 
localizing. Whatever method is used to translate posts, depending on user session language 
correct translation should be rendered by slider. Regional Platform logo should stay intact and 
not removed. 

3. Search field 
Search field has to be moved next to language switcher. Search field should be translated, 
currently it always works in one language. 

4. Main menu 
Cosmetic changes should be applied to menu. Menu buttons should be visually separated from 
each other, text color should be changed. 

5. “Regional Platform EECA” description 
Text should be justified (stretched from left to right). Currently text justify seems not to be 
working. 

6. Logos to be added to the website 
Two logos should be added on top of a calendar with a hyperlink to a relevant website (logos to 
be provided by EHRA). Size of those logos should correspond to the size of Regional Platform 
logo (which is under a slider). 

7. Calendar 
Provide estimation for two options of calendar functionality: 
1) Timeline like looking calendar  
2) Standard month small calendar  
Client will choose one of the options. Both calendars should show events schedule. There 
should be possibility to go to some event’s page from a calendar. Events should be 
implemented using custom post type or similar solution. Events should not be driven by 3rd-
party. Instead, they should be managed by website CMS. 

8. News block 
On the main page, all new posts of all categories should be displayed. 5 latest posts should be 



 

 

visible with a possibility to check earlier posts. All posts entries should be of following structure: 
picture (on the left), post name, date, extortion. 

9. Subscription block 
Subscription block should be hidden from the website. 

10. Create Facebook and Twitter widgets 
Create Facebook recent posts widget and Twitter recent posts widget. Example, http://rylkov-
fond.org/ 

11. Backups 
Configure website automatic daily backups. Provide editors opportunity to make backup 
snapshots and restore them manually. Automatic and manual backups can be one or a few 
separate modules. 
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